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The scoreplot (on the left) depicts that improvement of Qmax or lack of improvement (illustrated by the colours)
has no impact on the patient satisfaction. The loadingplot (on the right) shows that the variation in satisfaction is
determined by only two variables, Sc2 and the nurses questionnaire (analytical method, PCA).

Conclusions:
The 9 answers from the
questionnaire prove a great
satisfaction with the nurse
lead consultation.

The answers lie very close.

The loadingplot shows that
there is a connection between
low Score after treatment and
high level of satisfaction.

The loadingplot shows also
that the Qmax after treatment
had no signifiacnt importance
of the satisfaction with the
consultation.

Material and methods:
We wanted to make a prospective research
of the patient satisfaction.

We wanted to investigate a consecutive
group of patients treated for LUTS and
discharged. The patients have been treated
in 2 different hospitalts and after 5 different
methods.

To secure, that the patient got the same
treatment and got around the same ques-
tions, no matter which urological nurse he
visited, we worked out detailed standards,
describtion and checklist for the examination.

The patient had a questionnaire with 9
questions related to his actual visit and the
decisions made by him and the nurse.

In our database we also put objective data
as DanPSS score before and after treatment
and Qmax before and after treatment.
Would there be any connection between
objective and subjective facts in the matter
of satisfaction?

Introduction and objectives:
For many years we have had a common procedure in the
outpatient clinic, wanting to make a check-up examination
of patients treated for Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms
(LUTS).

The procedure included that, on the same day, the patients
visited:

1. the nurse for making a new comparing uroflow
and residual urine

2. the doctor for a follow up talk, whether further examina-
tions were required or the patient could be successfully
discharged.

In 2005 it was decided to change the procedure. In the future
only the nurse should take care of this group of patients.
It became up to her, whether the patient needed a new talk to
the doctor or he could be discharged after the examination.

This procedure was caused by:

1. the doctor was always fully booked and maybe the new
procedure could give more space to seriously ill patients

2. the doctor discovered, that the patient often got all the
needed information, by talking to the nurse.

Description for the visit at the nurse

The nurse working with this group of patients has to:

- be educated to be a nurse specialized in incontinence

- have worked in the local outpatient clinic for at least ½ year ( in Esbjerg or in Grindsted)

Aim:
- to document correct professional action at every single patient

- that the patients are secured a correct and individual adjusted information at a high

professional level

- that the patients are well informed and have experienced a professional

competence at a high level

- to economize on the doctor’s time

Before:

- the patients had a transurethral resection of prostate (TUR-P) performed 4-8

months earlier

- the patients had a transurethral incision of prostate (TUI-P) performed 4-8 months

earlier

- the patients had a transvesical enucleation of prostate (TVP) performed 4-8 months

earlier

- the patients have had a transurethral laser-vaporization of prostate (PVP)

performed 4-8 months earlier

- the patients have been treated with Alpha-receptor blockers for 4 weeks

- the patients have been treated with 5-alpha reductase-inhibitors for 4-6 months

Common for all the patients above is, that they have either been called by mail or they

have got the date and time at their last visit. They all got a Danish Prostatic Symptom

Score ( Dan PSS ) form. They have filled in the form before bringing it for the examination.

For the patients, that have had an operation performed, the nurse check the histology, to

secure that it is benign tissue. If not, the patient have to talk to a doctor.

The visits take place at monday, thuesday, wednesday and friday.

Every visit is planned to last 30 minutes – interview – examinations excluded.

During:

The patient is wellcomed to the clinic by the nurse, who is responsible on that actual day.

The patient is asked to tell, how he finds the actual voiding situation now – compared with

the situation before treatment. Eventual questions are answered.

The Dan PSS form is examined together with the patient. The form is compared with the

form filled in before the treatment.

The patient is informed about the program of the day. The patient is supposed to make

one flow. It´s important that he waits untill he really needs to void, if possible we only

accept a voided volume of at least 150 millilitre
s (ml).

After voiding the nurse scans the bladder to precise the amount of residual urine.

If the amount is more than 100 ml, the patient is usually instructed in and trying to double

void (oral as well as written instruction).

CHECK LIST
name and data date___________

Check-up after treatment: _______________ by nurse:___________________

checked the eventual histology? yes�

The patient`s subjective evaluation of his actual voidingsituation

- better �
- unchanged �
- worse �

- did the medical treatment (if so) have the desired effect?
yes� no� don`t know�

- going through the Dan-PSS score form �
- going through the sexual related questions at the symptom score form �

the score before treatment:
total score: obstructive: irritative: others: sexual:

the score after treatment:
total score: obstructive: irritative: others: sexual:

The plan for the day has been presented to the patient �

flow and residual urine before treatment:
volume q-max residual urine doubble voiding residual urine

flow

flow and residual urine after treatment:
volume q-max residual urine doubble voiding residual urine

flow

- follow up on the instructions given at the first examination before treatment �

Conclusion
-the patient is discharged �
- new visit at the nurse yes� no�
- the patient want to talk to the doctor yes� no�
- the nurse needs a second opinion from the doctor yes� no�
- registration in the database “Prosbasen” yes� no�

Questionnaire

You have just been to a check-up examination by the nurse, and have now been

discharged from the clinic. As we want these examinations to be as good as possible –

both to yours and our satisfaction – we need your opinion.

We therefore kindly ask you to answer these following 9 questions.

Each question gives you 5 potentials of answering.

For each question you have to mark one an only one square.

If you decide – after reading the question – that you are satisfied og even most satisfied

you mark the squares to the right. If you are unsatisfied or even most unsatisfied you mark

the squares to the left.Do like this;a) if you have been most satisfied about the issue we`re asking you, put your mark in

the square named +2

b) if you have been satisfied about the issue we`re asking you, put your mark in the

square named +1
c) if your experience about the issue we`re asking have been acceptable you, put

your mark in the square named 0

d) if you have been unsatisfied about the issue we`re asking you, put your mark in

the square named –1

e) if you have been most unsatisfied about the issue we`re asking you, put your mark

in the square named –2

f) if it`s impossible for you to find the answer for one ore several questions, don`t mark

anything but go on to the next question
1.) Did the nurse give you the feeling that you were expected today?

-2
-1

0

+1
+2

�
�

�
�

�

2.) Did the nurse give you the feeling, that she was competent in answering you

questions?-2
-1

0

+1
+2

�
�

�
�

�

3.) Did the nurse give you the feeling, that she had all the needed time for you?

-2
-1

0

+1
+2

�
�

�
�

�

4.) Did you feel safe about the fact, that it was a nurse, who desided whether

you should bee discharged or not?

-2
-1

0

+1
+2
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